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•• I heard it as a sort of musical 

kaleidoscope of Arneri,ca--of our· 

vast melting pot, of our unduplicated 

national pep, of our blues, of our 

metropolitan madness. 

--George Gershwin 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Brief Historical Survey of Rhapsody in Blue 

Rhapsody in Blue, a well-known musical composition com

posed by George Gershwin in 1924, was viewed by the investiga

tor as a typically American piece of music. The investigator 

heard characteristics of American lifestyle in the music such 

as appetite for space, leisure, variety in dynamics and mood, 

the hectic pace of the city, and a mixture of ethnic influ

ences. Gershwin made a similar statement about his composi~ 

tion. He said, "I heard it as a sort of musical kaleidoscope 

of America--of our vast melting pot, of our unduplicated na

tional pep, of our blues, of our metropolitan madness. 111 Be

cause of this statement by Gershwin, and the characteristics 

of American life that the investigator heard in the musical 

composition, it was chosen as appropriate accompaniment for 

this choreographic thesis which was intended to be an expres

sion of American music and dance in recognition and celebra

tion of the bicentenni~l year of the United States. 

Gershwin composed the piece in 1924 in less than one 

month. He created the work specifically for an experimental 

1rsaac Goldberg, George Gershwin (New York: Frederick 
Unger Publishing Company, 1958), pp. 139-140. 
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concert presented at Aeolian Hall in New York City. The con~ 

cert was experimental for two reasons: 1) It was one of the 

first formal concerts at which Blues and jazz were performed, 

and 2) It was given for concert goers, but also for a panel 

of judges who were attempting to answer the question 11What is 

American Music?" This first performance of Rhapsody in Blue 

in 1924 aroused much controversy amongst critics of the day. 

Jazz musicians contended that the work was not jazz, that jazz 

could not be notated ·for orchestra because in doing so a very 

important component of jazz would be excluded, that of improvi-

t . 1 sa ion. Futhermore, they resented that which they called 

Gershwin's attempt to "make a lady out of jazz.'' Other crit

ics, however, praised the work and G.ershwin' s success in com

posing a piece for piano and orchestra which used components 

of jazz such as syncopated and complex rhythmic patterns, the 

slurring and bending of tones, and the use of the "blue" scale. 

The significant musical components incorporated in Rhap

sody in Blue such as the use of jazz and classical motifs, the 

variety of mood anq dynamics, and the use of the jazz compo

nents men.tioned in the preceding paragraph were an inspiration 

for the thesis because they lent themselves to choreographic 

treatment. 

Statement of the Purpose 

The purpose of this choreographic thesis was to offer a 

1Robert Kimball and Alfred Simon, The Gershwins (New 
York: Atheneum, 1973), p. 36. 
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bicentennial celebration of American music and dance by ex

pressing characteristics of American life through the medium 

of dance. 

Statement of the Problem 

The thesis problem was to choreograph a dance to George 

Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue combining the elements of move

ment and sound so that the total visual and auditory experi

ences would be mutually complementary. The investigator faced 

two inherent problems in the use of Rhapsody in Blue as a ba

sis for the choreography. The first was that the musical com

position is widely familiar. The reason that this was a prob

lem is aptly stated by Pia Gilbert and Aileene· Lockhart in 

Music for the Modern Dance: 

••• the well known popular variety of music should be · 
avoided as a general rule for these reasons: (1) The 
choreographer and the dancers must compete with precon
ceived specific or hazy dance images in the audience's 
"inner eye"; (2) Since the music is so very "dancey, 11 

it has to a large degree fulfilled its dance purpose 
already, and a specific choreographic undertaking almost 
always proves disappointing; and (3) Too often a large 
part of the audience feels that it would have envisioned 
some other treatment of the music, thus again the chore
ographer must compete with distinct preconceived ideas. 1 

The second inherent problem was that the musical score is writ

ten for piano and full orchestra or band. Gilbert and Lock

hart caution against using such accompaniment for the follow

ing reason: 

Avoid the temptation of using too many instruments · 

1Pia Gilbert and Aileene Lockhart, Music for the Modern 
Dance (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. c. Brown Company Publishers, 1961), 
p. 38. . 
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or too full sounding a score, either ''live II or re
corded •••• The main reason for this elaboration 
is again to point out that the music must never over
power the dance idea. 1 

General Nature of the Work 

The choreographer decided that movement choreographed 

in the jazz, modern, and ballet idioms was needed in order to 

express the variety of qualities of American life, and also 

to emphasize the musical components choreographically, partic

ularly the jazz and classical motifs within the musical compo

sition. 

The length of the choreographic work was limited to the 

length of the music, _which was eighteen minutes. The music 

varied a great deal dynamically, and the choreographer sought 

to parallel the dynamics of the music with movement. All of 

the movement throughout the work was abstracted from essences 

of characteristics of American lifestyle or from choreographic 

ideas that had a basis in the use of musical components. Some 

sections of the choreographic work· aspired to bring to mind 

lazy, leisurely qualities, while other sections, particularly 

the large group dances, involved energetic movement sequences 

that covered the stage suggesting the American appetite for 

space. At times, two different movement sequences were seen 

simultaneously that accented different rhytbmic patterns in 

the music. In section D.-1 (see graphic below) the music was 

a piano solo that mixed jazz and classical motifs. The dancer 

during this section was seen executing a sequence of ballet 

lGilbert and Lockhart, Music for Modern Dance, p. 38. 
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steps interspersed with an occasional jazz movement. 

The investigator chose to use brightly colored knee-· 

leng-th skirts and matching leotards for approximately the 

first half of the dance, and long floor-length dresses of more 

subtle color were used for the second half of the dance. 

Since the thesis problem required that the movement and music 

balance one another, the investigator sought to involve the 

a.udience•s eye in the costuming as much as possible. There

fore, brightly colored costumes, as well as a change of cos

tume were incorporated in the choreographic work. 

I II III IV V 

·Roman numerals in the first line indicate general divisions, 

while the lower wavy line indicates subdivisions and the ris

ing, falling, and climactic points in the work. 
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Definition of Terms· 

The following definitions of terms are included here in 

order to clarify terminology used throughout this chapter and . 

in the remaining chapters of the thesis: 

A. Abstract--to extract the essence or essential meaning of 

an idea apart from the realistic or literal image. 1 

B. Blue scale--in music, the major scale with lowered third 

and seventh tones. 2 

C. Motif--in music, a short figure of characteristic design 

that recurs throughout a composition or a section as a 

developmental .element. 3 

D. Rhapsodic form--in music and dance, when there is an ex

pression of ecstatic feeling and intense emotion which 

bursts through the regulative bounds of conventional 

forms and establishes form that is definable only in 

terms of itself. 4 

E. Rhapsody--originally, a section of a Greek epic or a free 

medley of such sections sung in succession. Musicians 

have used the term with different meanings, chiefly for 

1Aileene Lockhart and Esther E. Pease, Modern Dance: 
Building and Teaching Lessons (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. c. Brown 
Company Publishers, 1973), p. 153. 

2Leroy Ostransky, The Anatomy of Jazz (Seattle: The 
University of Washington Press, 1960), p. 119. 

3willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music {Cambridge: 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1962), p. 545. 

4Elizabeth R. Hayes, Dance Composition and Production 
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1955), p. 81. 
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free fantasies of an epic, heroic, or national character~ 1 

The ballet terminology used in Chapter IV, Description, 

is from Gail Grant's Technical Manual and Dictionary of Clas-

si cal Ballet. 2 

Limitations and Delimitations 

The thesis was subject to the following limitations: 

A~ The academic responsibilities of the dancers and their 

availability for rehearsal. 

B. The length of the music. 

C. The availability of lighting equipment. 

D8 The stage space of the facility in which the thesis was 

presented. 

The thesis was subject to the following delimitations: 

A. Nine dancers were selected from the Texas Woman's Univer

sity Dance Repertory Theatre. 

B. Each dancer rehearsed a maximum average of three hours 

per week for a period of two months. 

outline of Remaining Content of the Thesis 

The remaining sections of the thesis include chapters 

on Related Literature, Procedure, Description, Critical Anal

ysis, and Conclusion. A Bibliography and Appendices follow 

the chapter. Included in the Appendices are the evaluation 

forms, the concert program, the concert publicity flyer, the 

r . 

1Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 728. 

2Gail Grant, Technical Manual and Dictionary of Class
ical Ballet (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1967). 
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lighting plot, and photographs of the finished choreographic 

work. 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

Related Works 

Three noted choreographers have created works that are 

related to this thesis since they have used Gershwin's music 

to accompany their choreographies. The first is George Balan

chine who choreographed a work to Gershwin's "Who Cares" which 

was performed by the New York City Ballet and premiered in 

1970. 1 

Stephen Peck, a choreographer in Los Angeles created a 

work entitled "A Man Called George" which premiered in 1970 in 

Los Angeles. This latter work, as the title suggests, not 

only employed Gershwin's music, but was based on his biography. 

Peck's work was choreographed in the modern, ballet, and jazz 

idioms. It has recently been revised and is presently enti-. 

tled "A Tribute to George Gershwin." 

A third noted dancer and choreographer, Gene Kelly, cho

reographed a dance to Gershwin's rhapsodic ballet, American in 

Paris; it was choreographed in the tap and jazz idioms. This 

work is most widely known through the Hollywood film version, 

An 
. 2 

_ American in Paris. 

lBernard Taper, Balanchine (New York: Collier Books, 
1974), p. 332. 

2An American in Paris, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1951. 

9 
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Walt Disney's animated film Fantasia and this thesis are 

related in their purposes. 1 Fantasia was an effort to visually 

represent various classical pieces of music. Some of the film 

sequences were animated from actual choreography. 

Related Choreographic Approaches 

Several choreographers work in a manner similar to the 

one which the present investigator used in choreographing the 

thesis; that is, using musical components as a basis for the 

movement. Two particular examples are Twyla Tharp and George 

Balanchine. 

Tharp has an extensive musical background in piano, har

mony, theory, and composition. 2 He~ work "Deuce Coupe" is 

particularly related to the present thesis since in it she has 

used classical dance blended with stylized jazz and social 

dance movements from the 1960 1 s. The piece is set to music by 

the Beach Boys. 

Balanchine is particularly noted for his musicality. In 

his work Episodes he included a movement wherein his dancers· 

do a ballet beating movement with their feet while they are 

standing on their shoulders. Balanchine's inspiration for 

this movement was that since the musical theme had been in-

3 
verted, he therefore inverted the dancers. Stravinsky once 

1Fantasia, RKO, 1941. 

2Robb Baker, "'Deuce Coupe' or How Alley Oop came to 
Dance with the Jof frey, 11 Dance Magazine, XI.NII, No. 5 (April, 
1973); 35. 

3Bernard Taper, Balanchine (New York: Collier Books, 
1974), p. 266. 
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stated, "To see Balanchine's choreography • is to hear the 

music with one's eyes. 111 The following is an excerpt from 

Walter Terry's The Dance in America: 

His (Balanchine's) long association with Stra
vinsky culminated in one of the great short ballets 
of the century, Agon (1957), and many other works 
by this man who has been hailed as the choreogra
phic genius of the twentieth century were cast in 
that form in which he is unequaled: the extending 
of musical forms, shapes, rhythms and dynamics into 
movement.2 

According to B. H. Haggin, the slow movement of Balanchine's 

Concerto Barrocco clearly illustrates the relation of the mu

sic to the movement in his ballets. "The movement doesn't ex

press or interpret the music, but like a line of counterpoint 

completes the music and gives it additional significance. 113 • 

Balanchine's new version of Act Two of Swan Lake is another 

example of his musicality. What Balanchine discusses most is 

Tchaikovsky's music, and the fact that it had been put to

gether with "a mastery of musical construction like Stravin

sky's, that it had always been played and danced in a way 

which had destroyed its subtleties of accentuation and phrase-

construction.114 Balanchine's choreography insured that these 

musical components were seen as well as heard. 

One of the investigator's criteria for selecting three 

1Ibid., p. 268. 

2walter Terry, The Dance in America (New York: Harper 
and Row Publishers, 1971), p. 183. 

3B. H. Haggin, Ballet Chronicle (New York: Horizon 
Press, 1970), p. 14. 

4Ibid., p. 25. 
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of the four soloists for the choreographic thesis was the 

musicality of the soloists. Balanchine is noted for selec

ting soloists with well-developed musicality. The following 

is from a conversation with a New York City Ballet company 

member who is discussing Violette Verdy' s performance of 

Balanchine's choreography: 

••• and in the passe it's not just the foot and leg 
moving up from the stage to the knee: She brings 
them up as though they bounced right from the music. 
Another example of this feeling for the music comes 
near the end of the piece, where she does some turns, 
then stops, but doesn 1 t really stop: She hits that 
final pose with the music, but as the music continues 
and diminishes her arms and fingertips are still go
ing with it, then the air just beyond her fingertips; 
her movement goes through her body, her arms, her fin
gertips, and pushes the air a bit just before it ends. 1 

Balanchine has said of his beginnings as a choreographer 

that he began to 11 move people to music. 112 The pas de deux of 

Patricia McBride and Edward Villella in Rubies is character

ized by sharp, perverse, grotesque thrusting and twisting 

movements, all contrived to heighten the effect of Stravin

sky's sculptured melody. 3 

Kirstein has elaborated on Stravinsky's scores used for 

Balanchine's choreography remarking that some of them which 

were not originally intended for dance have been very effec

tive for dance. He says it would be impossible to enumerate 

all of Stravinsky's orchestral innovations that Balanchine 

lHaggin, Ballet Chronicle, p. 75. 

2Ibid., p. 96. 

3rbid. 
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embodied in ballet. 1 Ki_rstein explains: 

Typical of these is the brief, strategically placed 
silence, alternating with moments of paper-thin man
dolin accompaniment that last only seconds in clock 
time, which, in sequence with inset movement, frame 
action or designed inertia in arresting and discon
certing duration. Concentrated semisilences permit 
no rest or relaxation; indeed, dancers often move 
on silence, as sometimes they stay quiet on focuses 
of sound. Motivation from aural discontinuity in a 
metrical structure pinpoints movement, clearing our 
often blurred or inattentive eyes from familiar or 
expected combinations. Miniature shocks, like small 
short circuits, clear the eye and ear, demanding clo
ser viewing. Stravinsky's late scores are without 
plot or pretext;.they are "about" music and, inci
dentally--but not accidentally--movement.2 

George Balanchine's work, "Who Cares, 11 Stephen Peck's 

work "A Tribute to George Gershwin, 11 and Gene Kelly's work 

American in Paris are related to the investigator's choreogra

phic thesis because Gershwin's music was used to accompany the 

choreography. Gene Kelly was faced with the same inherent 

problem in choreographing American in Paris that the investi

gator faced; that is, the use of a grandiose orchestral score 

to accompany the dance. . 

Twyla Tharp's procedure of using classical dance blend-

' ed with social dance in her work "Deuce Coupe" is similar to 

the investigator's use of classical dance interspersed with 

jazz dance in one section of the choreographic thesis. 

Balanchine's works cited under Related Choreographic 

Approaches concern his use of inverted musical themes, counter-

1Lincoln Kirstein, ~ovement and Metaphor (New York: 
Praeger Publishers, 1970), p. 33. 

2Ibid., p. 33. 
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point, and other musical components incorporated choreograph~ 

ically. The investigator sought to use the musical components 

in Rhapsody in Blue as a basis for movement. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURE 

Selection of Accompaniment 

After approval of the thesis project by the thesis com

mittee, the investigator sought to determine which recording 

of Rhapsody in Blue would be most suitable for the proposed 

choreography. Selection by the investigator of the specific 

recording was based on the following criteria: 1) Tempos of 

various sections of the music, 2) performance of piano solos 

in regard to clarity of rhythm and interpretation, and 3) in

terpretation by the conductor in regard to dynamics and tran

sitions within the musical composition. 

The investigator listened to nine different recordings 

of Rhapsody in Blue performed by various symphonies and pia

nists. The recording selected was by Columbia Symphony 

Orchestra with Leonard Bernstein conducting and performing as 

pianist. The slower tempos of. different sections of the mu

sic in this particular recording were closest to what the 

choreographer desired, and thus fulfilled the first criterion 

listed above. · 

Bernstein's recording was selected in order to meet the 

second criterion because the investigator felt that his per

formance at the piano was superior to that of other pianists 

15 
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since the intricate triplet rhythmic patterns in many of the 

piano sequences were most clearly accented by Bernstein. It 

was important that the dancers be able to hear this accent 

while they performed the movement in order for the dancers to 

perform the movements exactly together. The second criterion 

also involved the pianistis interpretation of the piano solos. 

The investigator noted that many pianists used a strict in

terpretation of the music whereas Bernstein incorporated the 

. element of "swing" whic;:h is another component of jazz music. 

·rhis was important because the choreographer wished to show a 

-contrast between classical and jazz components choreographic

ally, and the same effect was needed in the accompaniment to 

reinforce the idea. 

The third criterion involved the conductor's interpreta

tion of Rhapsody in Blue in reference to dynamic treatment and 

in handling of transitions within the musical composition. 

Many recordings that the choreographer heard employed a blar- . 

ing repetition of the tlieme which was not deemed desirable for 

the writer's purpose. The investigator wanted a soft, sensi

tive treatment of the theme, which is the middle section of 

Rhapsody in Blue. Dynamically, Bernstein's treatment was con

sidered preferable to that of other conductors. Rhapsody in 

Blue has many very abrupt transitions. The choreographer 

needed a recording that handled the transitions as smoothly as 

possible. The Bernstein recording was, again, the most desir

able in this aspect. 
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Selection of Dancers 

There were many different criteria involved in the selec

tion of the dancers. Nine dancers were chosen because the cho

reographer wished to use an uneven number in order to avoid an 

excess of symmetry. The choreographer desired a full stage at 

particular points in the composition and felt that nine was 

the maximum nwnber that could appear on stage at one time and · 

still have room to move. An effort was made to select willing 

dancers who were available for rehearsal and who were active 

members of the Texas Woman's University Dance Repertory The

atre in the fall as well as spring semester since the work 

would be performed on the spring concert program if approved 

for public performance in the fall. 

The strengths of individual dancers were considered in 

their selection for various sections of the work. The follow

ing graphic description given also in Chapter I may assist 

the reader in understanding the general nature of the work and 

its form, and the reasons for selecting dancers: 

I 

(J 

II 

-l"' ~ ·-\-
-0 '-' x' V,J 

"," 

<J' 

IV V 

I 
~I 

The first line with Roman numerals indicates general divisions 
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in Rhapsody in Blue, while the lower wavy line indicates sub~ 

divisions, and also the rising and falling and climactic 

points in the work. A more detailed description of the work 

is given in Chapter IV, but the following outline of the 

writer's choreographic work explains criteria for selection 

of dancers: 

I. A. The opening of the dance was a solo, and here a 

dancer was needed who was skilled in jazz adage 

movement. Gradually five more dancers entered 

whose movement during this section was very free 

and "breathy." Dancers who had a lyrical movement 

quality were selected for this section. 

B. This section was danced by the six dancers who had 

danced in the preceding section. The music changed 

abruptly and called for percussive movement and 

jumps; therefore, the lyrical dancers who were 

chosen for the previous section had to be able to · 

change their movement quality abruptly. 

II. c. This section was continued by the same dancers; 

rhythmically, however, the music indicated an ab

straction of Latin movement. This section also 

moved at a very fast tempo demanding still more 

versatility from this group of dancers. 

III. D. 1. The music during this section is a piano solo 

which mixes jazz and classical motifs. A classical 

ballet dancer who could also perform jazz isola

tions was selected for this section. 
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D. 2. The piano solo continued in the same fashion. 

Another dancer joined the soloist with a movement 

that required well-developed leg extension. The 

duet was joined by a third dancer who was selected 

for her ability to move with abandon, a requirement 

for her solo which followed. 

D. 3. This was a solo that began in a soft-shoe style 

and increased dynamically. As mentioned in the pre

ceding section, this dancer had to be not only tech

nically proficient but also had to be able to move 

in a very free, loose, uninhibited manner. 

IV. E. 1. This was the first time the theme was heard. 

The dance movement in this section was very soft and 

lyrical. The choreographer desired a floating and 

dream-like quality in this section for five dancers. 

E. 2. The musical theme was repeated and four more 

dancers entered. The movement quality did not 

change. 

E. 3. This was the third time the theme was heard 

which was a piano solo. The choreographer chose a 

soloist for this section who had well-developed leg 

extension so as to make the most of the quarter and 

half circle designs of the full, floor-length dress, 

accentuating the lyricism of the musical theme. 

v. F. This section marked the beginning of the finale. 

It incorporated all of the dancers and some of the 

movement sequences from different sections of the 
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work reflecting the compositional structure of the 

music. 

G. This section was the climax of the finale which re

quired the dancers to be versatile enough to be able 

to perform various kinds of movement sequences which 

were performed throughout the work. 

Choreographing the Dance 

The inspiration for the actual movement sequences used 

in choreographing the work came from listening to the record-
) 

ing of Rhapsody in Blue with particular attention given to the 

characteristics of American life that the investigator heard 

in the musical composition, and to the musical components 

which lent themselves to choreographic treatment. Because the 

thesis problem was to insure that the music and movement were 

mutually cdmplementary, particular attention was given to the 

especially grandoise sections of the music, and much thought 

and experimentation devoted to the choreographic possibilities 

that would solve the thesis problem. The choreographer decided 

to reflect in movement 1) the variety of mood in the music 

which indicated qualities of American life-style, 2) the 

rhythmic patterns in,t~e music, and 3) the use of jazz and 

classical motifs in Rhapsody in Blue. The choreographer de

cided that during the sections in the music for piano solo, or 

when the orchestra passages were quiet, it would suffice to 

use one, two, or three dancers on stage, while the louder, 

more grandoise sections for full orchestra required larger 
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group dances and a full stage filled with color, energy, and 

well-defined, dynamic movement sequences. 

The reader should remember that the structure of the 

choreographic form followed the rhapsodic form of the music 

which was described graphically earlier. Rhapsodic form is 

basically free and loose. 

The larger group dances were choreographed and taught 

first because usually larger groups need more rehearsal. The 

choreographer began with section A.and worked through to the 

finale. Then the solos, duets, and trios were choreographed 

and taught in sequence. In some instances it was necessary 

for the choreographer to notate the sequences to be taught, 

but usually the choreographer had worked so intensively on 

particular sequences that notation was not necessary. At one 

of the beginning rehearsals the choreographer tried experimen

tation in moving the dancers. This proved to be a very frus

trating experience for the choreographer as well as the 

dancers, and thereafter this method was abandoned. 

After approximately one month of rehearsal, the members 

of the thesis committee viewed the work in progress and of

fered their suggestions regarding how to strengthen the work. 

Their recommendations and corrections were incorporated into 

the work, and at the second studio showing the work was ap

proved for a public performance, thereby signifying that the 

thesis problem had been solved. 

The thesis work was then rehearsed approximately three 

hours per week until the week before the public performance 
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when more rehearsal time was scheduled, including rehearsals 

on the stage where the public performance actually took place. 

Costuming 

The costumes were designed by the choreographer early 

in the choreographic process. It was decided by the investi

gator that two costumes would be used in the work. The first 

costume was a sleeveless leotard, tabbed at the bust, with a 

matching circular tricot skirt which hung to just below the 

knee. The following colors were used for these costumes: 

gold, red, orange, coral, canary yellow, green, blue, hot 

pink, and lemon yellow. This costumed was not designed as an 

extension of the movement. The choreographer desired a sim

ple costume with an emphasis on color for the first half of 

the dance which was the reason for the selection of the previ

ously described costume. These costumes were worn through 

section D. 3. At the beginning of section E. 1. the dancers 

appeared in the costume in which they completed the dance. 

This was a floor-length dress with a circular skirt. These 

dresses were also made of tricot and were sleeveless. One 

side of the dress was made of a dark shade of color, the other 

a lighter shade of the same color. This created a slimming 

effect on the dancers as well as provided a quarter and half 

circle design, depending on the movement. The dresses had an 

empire waist which added length to the dancers and to the move

ment. The colors ranged from light pink and rose to light 

blue and dark blue. There were five different color combina-
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tions used for the nine dresses. An effort was made to in

clude colors on either side of the color spectrum closest to 

blue. 

The fabric was purchased, a seamstress was selectedr 

and the costumes were finished early in the choreographic pro

cess so that the dancers were able to rehearse in them. 

Lighting 

Lighting effects for the choreographic work were set at 

the technical rehearsal in Main Auditorium at Texas Woman's 

University. The choreographer was assisted by the production 

manager, the stage manager who actually called the lighting 

cues, and the University lighting crew members who had previ

ously received a lighting plot from the choreographer. Light

ing effects were limited to the equipment available in the fa

cility. Choreographic effects were achieved by using one 

11 special II light, side lighting, and area lighting. (See Ap

pendix D for Ground Plan, Hanging Plot, and Instrument Sched

ule). 

The first lighting cue was the "special" which was a 

light hung from the batten which created a small circle of 

light on the soloist who began the dance while the rest of 

the stage was darkened. This created a solitary feeling that 

the choreographer desired for this opening jazz adage se

quence. As the soloist moved toward the group of five dancers 

the intensity of the remaining area and side lights was grad

ually increased to light the entire stage so that all of the 
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dancers could be seen. At the first clash of the cymbals in 

t he music, the lighting intensity became brighter, parallel

ing the movement and music, and then decreased as the dancers 

hit a static pose. All of the remaining lighting cues simply 

involved increasing and decreasing the intensity of the side 

and area lights, with the exception of the last cue.· 

The intensity was increased for the first group dance 

in unison, section B., because the movement increased dynamic

ally and required more brightness, and increased even more 

for section c. which involved a higher degree 9f energy. The 

lights were dimmed for the next dance, the classical ballet 

solo because the choreographer desired a softer lighting ef

fect for this section. The intensity was increased for the 

following duet, then increased again for the trio, then low

ered for the solo that followed. The lighting again paral

leled the amount of activity on stage. 

As the dancers entered for section E. 1. in the long 

dresses, the intensity was lowered to enhance the soft, lyr

ical, dream-like quality of this sequence. The choreographer 

would have used intense side-lighting during sections E. 1., 

E. 2., and E. 3. had there been an adequate number of instru

ments. Instead, the lights were dimmed the first time the 

theme was danced, section E. 1., increased for· section E. 2., 

and decreased for the solo, section E. 3. 

Section F. was the beginning of the finale, and here 

the intensity was increased which the choreographer felt was 

appropriate for the approaching finale, and then brought to 
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the fullest intensity for the finale which added to the cli

max. As the dancers began their final movement sequence which 

took them offstage, all of the area and side lights were grad

ually dimmed until only the upstage center area of the stage 

was lit. The last dancer approached this area and executed a 

leap in the center of the lit area on the last beat of the mu

sic. The remaining lights were taken out abruptly creating a 

"blackout" at the height of the leap. 

Production 

The first preliminary production procedure involved re

serving the facility in which the public performance was pre

sented for technical rehearsal time, dress rehearsal time 

which included video-taping the choreographic work, and the 

actual performance. This was accomplished through the office 

of the Vice President for Academic Affairs of the Texas Wom

an's University, and was done three months before the actual 

performance. 

The second procedure concerned making a rehearsal tape 

recording of Rhapsody in Blue, as well as a concert tape re- · 

cording. The sound and tape recording equipment of the Texas 

Woman's University was used for this procedure. 

The third process involved publicity. A concert flyer 

was duplicated at the Duplicating Office of the Texas Woman's 

University and posted throughout the campuses of Texas Wom

an's University and North Texas State University in Denton 

as well as throughout the Denton community. When needed, 
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permission was obtained to display the concert flyer. Local 

radio stations KDNT and KNTU were asked to announce the event. 

(See Appendix c., Concert Publicity Flyer). 

The choreographer typed the concert program which was 

copied at the Duplicating Office of the Texas Woman's Univer-

sity approximately one week before the performance. 

pendix D, Concert Program). 

(See Ap-

Details such as the assignment of dressing rooms, order 

of events at the technical rehearsal, dress rehearsal, and 

video-taping, taping of the stage, mopping of the stage, the 

blocking off the first twelve rows of seating in the facility, 

and the selection of ushers were handled by the choreographer, 

production manager, and stage manager. 

The public performance was presented on Sunday, Decem

ber 7, 1975, at 4:00 p.m. in the Main Auditorium of the Texas 

Woman's University. 

Evaluation 

The choreographer chose to have the thesis evaluated by 

seven persons, including members of the thesis committee. 

The three persons chosen to evaluate the thesis who did not 

serve on the thesis committee were knowledgeable in the field 

of music or dance. Each evaluation form was sealed in an en

velope and issued to each evaluator immediately preceding the 

concert. The evaluators were asked to return the completed 

evaluation forms to the thesis chairperson as soon as pos

sible. The criteria for evaluation is discussed in Chapter 
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V. {See Appendix A, Evaluation Forms). 



CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIPTION 

Rhapsody in Blue begins with what has been called 11 a 

drunken whoop of the clarinet." It is a clarinet solo that 

opens with a glissando and then works up and down the "blue" 

scale. The dance opened with a soloist lying on her back in 

area IV, head to the audience, in a small circle of light. 
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The rest of the stage was dark

ened. On the "whoop" of the 

clarinet the soloist executed a 

chest lift and gradually ascended 

with a series of jazz adage move

ments. The quality the choreog-

rapher desired in this opening 

section was sleepy, lazy, and 

"bluesy. 11 As more instrumentation was heard in the music, 

five dancers entered from stage left walking toward areas II 

and III with a trance-like quality. These stage areas were 

lit as the dancers approached them. The soloist slowly began 

walking toward the group, and the dancers gathered in area III 

executing a series of slow plies and releves with a breathing 

quality, and slowly turned to face area V. The music began 

to build and at a loud burst in the music the dancers ran to 

28 
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occupy previously assigned stage spaces which included six 

different stage areas, executed a head spin which turned them, 

and they immediately ran back to areas II and III, turned and 

filled the stage again performing head impulse spins at each 

clash of the cymbals. They hit a static pose with the right 

arm thrown straight up, backs to the audience. The lights 

were dimmed at this point, and the dancers slowly swayed to 

the right and left, moving to areas I and II. The soloist 
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broke from the group and began to 

move quickly across the stage and 

around and through the group of 

dancers. She picked up one or 

two dancers at a time and they 

assembled in areas V and VI in a 

wedge formation. The music re-

tarded just as the dancers 

grouped in this area and began swaying to the right and left _ 

again. On a musical cue and with a breath, the dancers step-. 

ped into an off-balance oblique line which fell into aspiral 

turn, and repeated this movement until it carried them off 

stage right. The soloist continued with a series of lyrical 

leaps and turns. The music during this section had a rising 

and falling quality, and the movement paralleled this effect. 

Two dancers arranged themselves with this movement on a diag

onal line in areas I, V, and IX. At two accents in the music 

~ they stepped into pique en arabesque followed by a sharp coupe 
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with a body contraction, then continued walking with a relaxed 

lifting and falling movement of the torso until they reached 

area I. The tempo of the music increased and the dancers be

gan individual running patterns, broken by two jumps. As the 

tempo picked up even more, the remaining three dancers en

tered with various running patterns until they were evenly ar

ranged on stage. Suddenly they threw the right arm toward 

area VIII with a lunge, and then toward area IX, and this move-
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ment happened at an accent in the 

music. Then they made a large 

circle shape with the arms which 

came above their heads and car

ried them offstage. This consti

tuted the end of section A., al-

though there was no break ·in the 

movement or music. 

The same six dancers entered immediately with jumps that 

carried them into two lines upstage. They ended in this for

mation with the spine curled forward. On five very quick ar

peggios in the music, the lighting intensity was increased and 

the dancers uncurled their spines. Now section B. actually 

began. The music during this section was drastically differ

ent dynamically. The bass drum boomed and the trumpets 

blared, and the piano sequences sounded very hurried. It 

brought to mind an appetite for space, so the choreographer 

sought to move the dancers as a unit with large movement cover

ing as much space as possible. The dancers performed large 
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jumps and leaps and running patterns that moved from upstage 

toward downstage left, across the downstage area, and finally 

around to center stage. 

Section c., dynamically speaking, was very ?imilar to 

section B. The major difference was that a Latin · influence 

was evident in the music which encouraged the choreographer 

to incorporate the use of the basic rumba hip movement. 

Again, the music suggested large movement, therefore large 

u /-::::,5-fa._5 -e. 
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kick sequences were executed in 

unison and then performed in two 

lines moving through one another. 

The movement, stylistically 

speaking, was indicative of the 

arrogant Spanish character dances. 

The movement incorporated ·the use 

of the arched back in many se

quences. Intensity of the lights was increased above that of 

the previous section during section C. Suddenly the tempo of 

the music slackened, and the dancers exited by twos with three 

short repetitious music patterns accompanying each exiting 

movement. 

Immediately, the· classical ballet dancer entered with a 

very fast run as the piano ran up a chromatic -scale. This was 

the beginning of section D. 1. The music was a piano solo 

which had a classical as well as a jazz quality. The dancer 

executed a series of delicate ballet steps broken occasionally 

by a jazz movement in the shoulders and hips. For the most 
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part, this solo used stationary movement in contrast to the· 

previous two sections which incorporated a great deal of loco

motor movement. Most of this solo was performed at center · 

stage with low light intensity. The soloist moved slowly to-

ward area IV where she performed a quick frappe sequence with 

her feet flexed, while another dancer entered from stage left 

with slow sustained leg extensions to the front, side, and 

back. This was the beginning of section D. 2. The second 
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dancer executed her entering move-

ment to the half note of a single 

French horn which contrasted the 

rapid rhythm of the piano solo. 

The second dancer moved toward 

the first dancer in area IV, and 

they moved in unison with another 

ballet sequence of smooth glis

sades and soutenu turns in plie' to area I. At this point, the 

second dancer began the solo movement sequence while the first 

dancer was seen executing the slow leg extension theme that 

the second dancer entered with, picking up a third dancer out 

of the upstage right wing with this same movement sequence. 

At this point, the piano musical patterns which had previously 

been rhythmically even, began to incorporate a "swing" quality, 

and the three dancers began to move to a line across center 

stage with a camel walk sequence in which the torso and head 

curled forward and backward. They executed a foot circle se

quence with a relaxed, soft-shoe quality, and then moved to 
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area II with the camel wal~ facing the back curtain. They 

turned to face the audience and began to sway to the left and 

right, each time- increasing in momentum, and then jumped up 

and over to the left, ,ran upstage into pique en arabesque, 

and then back downstage throwing the torso and arms parallel 

to the floor. They exited with a series of little pas de 

chats with the head and torso circling, with the exception of 

the third dancer who moved to area VI to begin her solo. 

Basically, section D. 3. can 

v ps-l-a..5 e 
be divided into two parts. It 

I JJ_ rrr. is another piano solo with the 

\~~e first half of the music being 
y_ 3IT. 
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VIII _rr 

quality, while the second half is 
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very fast and frantic. The 

dancer repeated the soft-shoe 

quality of the previous section, descending to the floor with 

a series of step-ball-change steps. She lifted her arms in a 

high V while on her knees, and .then rolled upstage. This lift 

and roll was repeated, and then she ascended with the step

ball-change sequence. This particular dancer had excellent 

musicality and was able to move with the subtle tempo changes 

in the first part of this solo. The tempo picked up slightly, 

and the dancer moved across the front of the stage with a se

quence of step-hops wherein the working leg was slowly ex

tended, then brought around to the front with a fan kick. 

When she reached area IV, she beat the right leg twice 
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against the left ankle and extended the right leg to the 

right side with her torso leaning toward the extended leg, 

then repeated the sequence, this time leaning away from the 

extended leg. This movement was lifted into releve", and the 

dancer fell off-balance to the upstage right area. At this 

point, the music changed to a very fast, frantic tempo with 

the dancer moving quickly across the back of the stage to 

area III, through areas V and VII, back to area III, and up 
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again to area VII. The movement 

during this sequence involved 

hitch kicks, turning leaps, 

temps de poissons, chasse's, demi- ri; 

fouettts, and siss~nnes. In area 

VII the soloist executed a slow 

windmill turn which flowed into 
, / 

alternating developpe kicks with 

flexed feet facing stage right and stage left finishing facing 

stage right and lifting the right leg into parallel passt with 

a high release in the back. This movement carried her off 

stage through the downstage left wing. She entered immediate

ly again from center stage left with a run which finished with 

a leap, exiting at center stage right. 

The end of this solo, section D. 3., more or less could 

be considered the end of the first half of the entire work. 

The dancers performed the second half in the floor-length 

dresses. Section E. 1. was the first time the familiar theme 

from Rhapsody in Blue was heard. The intensity of the light-
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ing was decreased, and five dancers entered from upstage right 

one and two at a time with a small, smooth running step that 

made them appear to "float" onto the stage, finishing with a 

turn which caused the long skirts to gently lift and then 

slowly settle to the floor. The stringed instrwnents were 

heard during this section which provided a soft quality. The 

dancers were in two diagonal lines with two in the front line 

and three in the back line. The movement during this soft, 
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lyrical section involved slow 

/ / 
developpes, fan kicks, serpentine 

running patterns, and movements 

that sought to emphasj_ze the de

sign of the costwnes as,well as 

the soft, flowing effect of the 

skirts. These dancers des·cended 

to the floor with a curved design 

in their arms while four more dancers entered from upstage 

right for the second repetition of the theme, section E. 2. 

More instrumentation in the orchestra was added, and 

this section, choreographically, looked much like the previous 

movement sequences but with more dancers on stage. It in

volved complementary movement between the front and back lines, 

with one line ascending from the floor while the other line 

descended. One line executed a running pattern to the back of 

the stage, turned and ran forward while the other line turned 

three revolutions and then stopped abruptly which caused the 

skirt to float to the floor as the dancers descended to the 
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floor. They lifted the arms to en haut while the left leg e~

tended to the back, then curved the left arm toward the ex

tended leg. The back line executed this same movement with 

the arms while posing behind the front line. The front line 

ascended and all of the dancers turned and slowly walked 

through area III, exiting through the upstage right wing, with 

the exception of one dancer who remained on stage moving to 

area VII. 
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Section E. 3. was the last 

time the theme was heard, and 

this time was presented as a pia

no solo. This dance required a 

dancer with well-developed exten

sion since the purpose of this 

dance was to create quarter and 

half circle designs with the cos

tume. The movement involved arabesque turns, and turns with 

the leg extended to the side. Like section D. 3., there were. 

sudden tempo changes throughout the music and the dance. The 

/ 
soloist performed a series of skips, split leaps, assembles, 

and sissones which covered the stage and finished in area III 

as the tempo of the music slowed. She stepped into arabesque 

penche", and as the tempo picked up suddenly, the dancer ex

ecuted a pattern of step-hops, runs, and quick turns back and 

forth on a diagonal line, exiting with a leap through the mid

dle right wing. 

Section F. was involved with getting all dancers back 
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on stage for the finale~ The music sounded very hurried while 

the dancers entered from different wings at different times 

with varying running patterns. This section, choreographic

ally, attempted to express an indulgence in space, coupled 

with a feeling of crowdedness, excitement, and anticipation. 

It was reminiscent, perhaps, of the hectic pace of city life. 

The dancers passed one another shoulder to shoulder on the run, 

and then settled into their individual spaces in three diagonal 
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lines across the stage, evenly 

spaced. They crowded into three 

small groups of three with four 

quick bell steps, jumping to the 

left arid right, and then divided 

into two groups of four and five, 

and while slowly circling, the 

group of five descended to the 

floor in areas II and III while the group of four arranged 

themselves with the same circling movement in area I. 

Section G. is the finale and musically begins with a 

slower and more grandiose version of the Latin section, sec

tion c. The group of four repeated the strong movement se

quence from section C. while the group on the floor threw 

their arms to the right and left and to the ceiling, accent

ing each off beat. This section sought to unify the entire 

work by repeating movement patterns seen throughout the work. 

The group on the. floor slowly ascended, joining the other 

dancers in the glissade sequence taken from section A. which 
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took them into two lines across upstage. All nine dancers re

peated the opening movement of section c. finishing facing up

stage left with a suspended movement, arms held in a high V. 

'rhe V fell into slow spiral turns carrying the dancers into a 

closely grouped formation in area I, their backs to the audi

ence as they swayed to the right and left. On a cue in the 

music, the group turned and ran to cover the stage with a 

burst of energy, lifting the front leg into an attitude and 
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sweeping the right arm to the 

back. They stepped back into a 

front T, turned to take two steps 

on the front right diagonal plac

ing the right foot behind the 

left in fourth position. The 

arms curved to the right, and 

then downward to the left, twist

ing around to the left. Then each dancer, at her own pace and 

at individual cues, began to twist back to the right, circling 

in place once or twice building momentum, then ran off stage 

with the arms held in a high V. They exited one at a time as 

the area and side lights were gradually eliminated until only 

area II was lit. Here-the last dancer executed a leap on the 

last beat of the music, and the stage was darkened at the 

height of her leap. 

If the reader wishes a detailed record of the work, it 

is suggested that he view the video-tape of the work which 

is on file in the Dance Department of the Texas Woman's 
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University. 



CHAPTER V 

RESULTS OF EVALUATION AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

The thesis was evaluated by seven persons. In addition 

to the four members of the thesis committee, three persons 

were selected who were knowledgeable in the field of music or 

dance. The following criteria, taken from Dance Composition 

and Production by Dr. Elizabeth Hayes, were used by members 

of the jury as bases for judgment: 

1. Was the idea worthwhile and was it danceable? 

2. Had the choreographer anything new or significant 
to say about his idea? 

3. Was the idea clearly, adequately, yet economically 
delineated by means of dance movement? 

4. If the movement itself was the idea, was it well 
chosen to elicit aesthetic pleasure? 

5. Did the dance have a good beginning, climax, and 
ending? 

6. Was the choreography pleasing and original in terms 
of its spatial plan, rhythmic organization, and 
specific movement pattern? 

7. Was the general dance structure satisfactory accord
ing to aesthetic principles of form? 

8. Were the costumes attractive and suitable to the 
movement? 

9. Were the lighting and staging adequate and suitable 

lElizabeth R. Hayes, Dance Composition and Production, 
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1955), pp. 130-131. 
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to the dance form? 

The results of evaluation·had no bearing on the approval 

of the thesis. However, they were extremely valuable in aid

ing the choreographer in her own critical analysis of the work. 

The committee, after viewing the second studio showing, deter

mined that the thesis problem had been solved and approved the 

work for a public performance. 

The highest possible number of points, as shown below, 

from each evaluator for each criterion was 3, or a total of 21 

when multiplied by 7 evaluators. (See Appendix A, Evaluation 

Forms), The following scores from each evaluator for each 

criterion were as follows: 

1. Was the idea worthwhile and 
it danceable? 

2. Had the choreographer any
thing new or significant 
to say about his idea? 

3. Was the idea clearly, ade
quately, yet economically 
delineated by means of 
dance movement? 

4. If the movement itself was 
the idea, was it well cho
sen to elicit aesthetic 
pleasure? 

5. Did the dance have a good 
beginning, climax, and end
ing? 

6. Was the choreography pleas
ing and original in terms 
of its spatial plan, rhyth
mic organization, and spe
cific movement pattern? 

Total 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 = 21 

3 2 2 3 3 3 3 = 19 

3 3 2 3 3 3 3 = 20 

3 3 2 3 3 3 3 = 20 

3 3 2 2 3 3 3 = 19 

3 3 2 3 3 2 3 = 19 
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7. Was the general dance struc- 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 = 19 
ture satisfactory according 
to aesthetic principles of 
form? 

8. Were. the costumes attractive 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 = 21 
and suitable to the move-
ment? 

9. Were the lighting and stag- 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 = 20 
ing adequate and suitable to 
the dance form? 

Grand Total 178 

The highest possible total number of points that could be re

ceived from each individual evaluator was 27. When multi

plied by 7 evaluators, the grand total of possible points 

was 199. Total number of points from each individual evalu

ator were 25, 27, 22, 25, 27, 25, and 27, for a grand total 

of 178 points. 

The choreographer felt that the evaluation of the thesis 

was adequate, but could have been improved by using a larger 

number of evaluators experienced in the areas of music, dance, 

and visual arts. The choreographer believes that lay persons 

may have been able to understand some of the criteria, but 

are generally unfamiliar with terms such as spatial plan, 

rhythmic organization, dance structure, and aesthetic princi

ples of form. Therefore, lay persons were not selected to 

evaluate the thesis. 

At this point, the choreographer has attempted to evalu

ate and analyze her own choreographic work. The dance has been 

viewed on video-tape by the choreographer in order to assist 

in the critical analysis process. The work will be analyzed 
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in terms of 1) performance and technical proficiency of the 

dancers, 2) costuming and lighting, 3) choreography, includ

ing movement, staging, and transitional movement, 4) communi

cation of the choreographic idea, and 5) solving of the 

thesis problem. The thesis is analyzed by sections. 

Section A. 

The dancers performed most of the section successfully, 

with the exception of sequences when the dancers were seen in 

a closely grouped formation, slowly swaying, or lifting with 

a 11breath 11 into an oblique line. Sometimes the movement al

most died, or the "breath" was not there. This was a problem 

concerning individual dancers, and not the choreography, al

though a change in the movement to suit the abilities of the 

dancers might have eliminated the problem. The lighting ef

fects were varied and appropriate for the mood, and sculpted 

space for the movement. The choreographer was pleased with 

the effect of the costuming, particularly in terms of color, 

and felt that the variety of bright colors aided in involving 

the visual process, which in turn aided in solving the thesis 

problem. The first costume seen was not designed with a con

cern for extension of the movement, however, that was one of 

the reasons for the design of the second costume. This com

ment on costuming in section A. applies through section D. 3. 

and therefore will not be repeated. The purpose of the move

ment in this section was to express a lazy, leisurely quality. 

The one exception was an explosion in the music and movement 

which indicated an indulgence in energy and space. The 
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choreographer felt that this idea was communicated. 

Section B. 

The choreographic idea behind this section was to show 

an appetite for space, sudden explosions of energy, and to use 

different rhythmic accents in the music. The dancers success

fully communicated these ideas with the movement given them. 

The choreographer felt that the movements sequences would 

have been even more explosive had there been more amplitude in 

the jumps. Again, this was a problem with the performance of 

individual dancers. The choreographer was somewhat dissatis

fied with the staging of the movement. It could have used more 

creative designs rather than using two straight lines. The 

movement, however, was exciting to view, and again involved 

the eye enough so that this powerful music did not overwhelm 

the dance. The lighting, which was brightened for this sec

tion, was appropriate for the explosiveness of the movement. 

Section c. 

The choreographic idea was generally the same as in the 

previous section, but the choreographer sought to also indi

cate in movement the Latin influence heard in the music. On 

the whole, the dancers as well as the choreography succeeded 

in communicating these ' ideas. The dancers may have been 

slightly fatigued at this point which~ to a small degree.,may 

have affected the energy level of this section. The lighting 

intensity was increased above that of the previous section, 

which added to the climactic feeling of this dance. The cho

reographer was particularly pleased with the staging through-
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out this section where the dancers were seen moving through 

and around one another in a variety of formations. 

Section D. 1-

This music was a piano solo which contrasted the gran

diose orchestra passages of the previous two sections. The 

choreographic idea was to parallel in movement the mixture of 

classical and'jazz motifs heard in the music. The soloist 

was highly successful in performing the contrasting balletic 

and jazz movements as set by the choreographer. The choreog

raphy, however, could have given more emphasis to jazz move

ments. The quality of the dancer, and of the music, was a 

pleasant contrast to the previous two sections, and the cho

reographer was pleased with the staging and transitions. The 

choreographer felt that the movement was appropriate for the 

music, and felt that the music did not overpower the dance. 

A spotlight on this soloist would have been a nice lighting 

effect, but because of technical limitations this was not pos- · 

sible. The lighting intensity was lowered instead, and this 

created the appropriate mood for the dance. 

Section D. 2. 

This duet, followed by a trio was more or less, an ex

tension of the previous solo but with more instrumentation 

added in the music. The choreographer was especially pleased 

with the entrance of the second dancer on the half notes of 

the French horn, and the entrance of the third dancer with 

this same movement theme because it tended to aid in the 

strength of the transitions. This section had more thought 
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given to thematic movement than any other section in the work, 

and the investigator felt that this gave the whole section a 

particular unity. The movement and staging were interesting 

and adequately solved the thesis problem in this section. 

Section D. J. 

This section, musically speaking, could be described as 

a 11 moody 11 solo. It began at a slow tempo with subtle tempo 

changes throughout, and finished with an extremely fast mus

ical passage. The dancer began this solo as though she had a 

disdain for controlled movement while the piano sounded as 

though it were "grinding out" each note. The movement tried 

to express these kinds of ideas that the choreographer heard 

in the music. This section ended with a sequence of movements 

that sought to express a joyous abandon. The soloist was ex

cellent in portraying this feeling since she was endowed with 

technical proficiency and well-developed musicality. 

The choreographer felt that the solo was staged in an 

interesting manner. The movement occurred at various tempos 

covering the stage. Appropriate lighting furthered the cho

reographic ideas. This soloist must be given much credit for 

the movement balancing the music. 

Section~- 1• 
This section involved five dancers and was the first 

time the familiar theme from Rhapsody in Blue was heard~ Be

cause of the familiarity of the music, this section, the cho

reographer felt, was. crucial in solving the thesis problem. 

The movement was lyrical in nature which the writer felt 
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would compete least with the audience's preconceived ideas. 

The costumes were instrumental in involving the eye since 

they were of a variety of subtle colors, each dress having 

two colors, but more important was the design of the costume 

which became an extension of the movement. The costume 

floated and fell softly to the floor, and occasionally was 

whipped around the body by certain leg movements. A quarter 

circle design was achieved by leg extension movements. The 

lighting intensity was softened for this section, which1 for 

the most part, - sought choreographically to parallel the lyr

icism of the music. The choreographer would have desired use 

of intense side lighting during this and the following sec

tions which would have been extremely effective on the costum

ing, however, the proper facilities were not available. The 

choreographer was pleased with the movement, staging, and 

transitions, however, this section was difficult for the 

dancers because of the varying degrees of musicality of the 

dancers. There were many subtle tempo changes throughout 

this section which were not felt by all of the dancers. The 

possibility also exists that fewer dancers with well-developed 

leg extensions could have achieved more design effects with 

the costumes. 

Section E. 2. 

Most of the above comments apply also to this section. 

The music repeated the theme with more instrumentation cre

ating a fuller sound. The choreographer, therefore, added 

dancers to create a fuller stage. This section was for nine 
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dancers. The lighting intensity was increased which seemed 

appropriate because of the increase of sound and movement. 

The choreographer· was pleased with the staging and especially 

with the use of complementary movement, level change, and 

transitional movements. 

Section E. 3. 

The theme was repeated again as a piano solo. A soloist 

with controlled and well-developed leg extension was chosen 

for this dance in order to create quarter and half circle de

signs with the costume. There was no particular idea communi

cated in this section. The soloist performed the dance well, 

succeeding in capturing the eye with the combined effects of 

the costuming, choreography, staging, lighting, and perfor

mance. She was able to express the subtle tempo changes in 

the music which had been a problem in the two previous group 

dances. 

Section F. 

This section involved a returning of the dancers to the 

stage for the finale and sought to express the anticipation 

and excitement of something about to climax. The lighting 

was increased, but not quite to the fullest intensity. The 

dancers performed the movement successfully, and the choreog

raphy, staging, and transitional movements were adequate, al

though by this time the choreographer had used an excess of 

turning sequences for transitional movements. The choreog

rapher was pleased that the movement seen on stage increased 

in energy with the music. 
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Section G. 

The lighting was increased to the fullest intensity for 

the finale, which was the desired effect for the end of the 

dance. The movement sought to pull together the entire work 

and unify it by repeating movement sequences that were per

formed throughout the entire work. The choreographer felt 

that this choreographic tool was used successfully.· The dan

cers performed the finale successfully with a high level of 

energy when the movement was large and fast, and performed 

with a leisurely, lazy quality as required by the choreography. 

This section sought to express again a lazy, sleepy quality, 

explosions of movement and energy, an appetite for space, a 

variety of rhythmic accents, and a Latin influence. These 

ideas were all indicated in the music and movement. The in

vestigator was satisfied with the movement and staging,· and 

especially with the last lighting effect which captured the 

last dancer on stage at the height of a leap on the last beat 

of the music, and then blackened while she was still in the 

air. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of the thesis was to choreograph a dance to 

George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue thereby ,offering a bicen

tennial celebration of American music and dance ·which expressed 

characteristics of American life through the medium of dance. 

The choreographer and thesis committee approved the 

purpose which the investigator felt was achieved through the 

production of the work. 

The thesis problem was to successfully combine the ele

ments of movement and sound so that they were mutually com

plementary. The thesis committee agreed that the problem was 

solved. The choreographer felt very successful in solving 

the thesis problem resolving that the music did not overwhelm 

the dance at any point. 

The thesis was presented in a public performance given 

on December 7, 1975. All production aspects of the concert 

went smoothly. The choreographer concluded that this was due 

to her own efficien~y, the efficiency of the production manag

er, stage manager, lighting crew, and dancers. General know

ledge gained through years of involvement in the Texas Woman 1 s 

University Dance Repertory Theatre proved most valuable in the 

production of the thesis concert. 

50 
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Judging from audience reaction, the results of evalua

tion, and the successful production procedures, the choreog

rapher felt that on the whole, the thesis was a success. An 

artistic growth was apparent to the choreographer during the 

process, but even more growth was apparent in her own retro~ 

spective evaluation of strengths and weaknesses in the choreo

graphic work. The choreographer recognized the following re

occurring patterns in her choreography: 1) the overuse of 

unison sequences, or.limited use of complementary movement, 

2) a tendency to shy away from floor work because of a per

sonal preference for standing, locomotor, and aerial movement, 

and 3) overuse of movement which involves the dancer facing 

the audience. These are patterns which the choreographer will 

be aware of in future choreographic endeavors. The choreog

rapher recognized the following strengths in her choreography: 

1) the ability to vary rhythmic patterns throughout a lengthy 

work which is entirely in duple meter, 2) the composition of 

lyrical sequences with interesting dynamic and design combina-· 

tions, 3) the ability to hear musical components and apply 

them choreographically, and 4) the ability to move groups of 

dancers as cohesive, expressive units. 

This thesis experience was the most valuable learning 

experience and growing process that the investigator has had 

in dance edu~ation. It taught her how to listen to and incor

porate criticism and suggestions as well as how to write a 

professional paper. It enlightened the choreographer regard

ing her own best method of choreographing and has provided a 
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permanent record of her choreography available for public 

viewing. It taught the investigator important criteria in 

the selection of dancers and how to conduct rehearsals. The 

single most valuable experience, however, was the production 

of a dance concert which gave the choreographer experience in 

choreographing, costuming, and lighting, and in all of the 

organizational aspects of dance production. 
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APPENDIX A 

Eva1uation Forms 



EVALUATION FORM FOR IU-IAPSODY IN DLU.G: A CELE.BHATION OF 

AHEi1IC,\U HU~3IO AND DAlW'E 

It is recommended that this evaluation :rorni be completed 
soon after the thesis p1~oduction so that the evaluator• co.n 

recall the worlt.. Upon completion, please return to the thesis 

chairperson, Mrs. Adrienne Fisk, Department 0£ Danco. 

Thank You1 ~ ;8a ; ~ 

1. 
, 

Was the idea worthwhile arid was 
it dance·O.ble? 

Had the choreographer anything / 
new or. signi:f'icant to say about 
his idea? 

2. 

3. Was the idea clearly, adequately, / 
yet economically delineated by 
means of dance movement? 

4. If' the movement itself was tha 
idea, was it well chosen to 
olici t ae·sthetio pleasuro? 

5. Did the dnnca havo a good be
ginning, climax, and onding? 

6. Was the choreography plea.sing 
and original in terms of its 
spatial plan, rhythmic organ
ization., and specific movement 
pattern? 

7. Waa the general danca structure 
satisfactory according tones
thotic . principles or fo1--m? 

8. We11 e tho costumes attractive 
and suitable to the :movement? 

9. Were tho lighting and staging 
adequ.ata and suitable to the 
dance .form?1 

/ 

✓ 

I 
I 

I 
De.finitel:,=3. pts., Adequately=2 pta., Needs Improvement::.1 pts. 

1 

No=O pts. 
TOTAL SC~RE & 7 

Signature or Evaluator ~«'1-µy oLJ _ .T?-.;;/ 
Elizabeth R. Hayes, Dance Comnos:ttion and Prod.uction, {New 

York: The Ronald Press Company, 1955), pp. 130-131. 



EVALUATION FORM FOR RHAPSODY IN BLUB: A CELEBHA~CION O:B, 

AHERIC.:\M HUSIC AO:..:ND DANCE 

It; is reco:m.mendad that this evaluation f'orm be completed 

soon after the thesis pl"oduction so that tho evaluator can 

reco.11 th.a work.. Upon completion, plea.se return to the thesis 

chairperson, Mrs. Adrienne ·Fisk:, Department o-£ Dance. 

Thank You1 ~ ;Ba~½ 

1. Was the idea. worthwhile and was 
it danceable? V 

t--t---+--.,;----1 

Had the choreographer anything 
new or signif'icant to say about / 
his idea? 

2. 

Was the idea clearly, adequately, 
yet economically delineated by ( 
means or dance movement? 

3. 

4. If the movement itself was the 
idea, was it well chosen to 
olicit aesthetic pleasure? 

5. Did the dance have a. good be
ginning, climax, and ending? 

6. Was the choreography pleasing 
and original in te1"ms or its 
spat;ial plan, rhythmic organ
ization, and speci!io movemen~ 
pattern? 

7. Was the r;eneral dance structure 
satisfactory according to aes
thetic principles ot form? 

8. We1,..o the costumes attractive 
and suit;able to the movement? 

9. Were tho lighting and staging 
a.dequ.a.ta and suitable to the 
dance t"orm?1 

✓ 

✓ 

I 

I 

✓ 

✓ 

Def'initelr-.3. pts., Adequa.telr-2 pts., Needs Improvement:1 pts. 

No=O pts. · J-~ 
Signature o:r Evaluator 

---,---,.-------....... _,_,_~;14Ji( 

1 Eliza.beth R. Hayes, Dance Comnosi tion an Prod.uction, {New 
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1955), pp. 130-131. 



EVALUATION FOill1 FOR RHAPSODY IN BLUJ]: A CELEBi1A'fION OF -------
AHE.l1IC.UT HUSIC AND DAUGE 

It is r..)comntended that this evaluation i'orm be completed 
soon after the thesis p1'oduction so that tho evaluator can 

recall ·the work.. Upon completion, plea.so return to tho thosis 

chairperson, Mrs. Adrienne Fisk, Department 0£ Dance. 

Thank You1 ~ ;/3~ 

1. Was th0 id.ea worthwhile and was 
it danceable? 
' 2. Had t;he choroograpner anything 
ntrw or nignificant to say a.bout 
his idoa? 

3. Was the idea clearly, adequately, 
yo-t economically delineatad by 
means or dance movement? 

6. 

1. 

a. 

9. 

Ir tho movement itself was tho 
idea, wan it well chosen to 
elicit ae~·thetic pleasure? 

Did ·the clan.ca have a. good be
ginni11g, <:limax, and anding? 

Was tho choreography pleasing 
and original in torms of its 
spatial plan, l"hyi;hmic orgo.n
izat;ion, and specific movement 
pattern? 

Was the u;o110ral danc c st rue ture 
satisfactory according to aes-
thetic principles of' form? 

!·loro tho costtt.L'ilos nt·cract:tvo 
and suitable .,.;o tho rn.ove1ncnt? 

Were the lighting ancl staging 
adoqu.nte and suitable to tho 
dance .t"orm?1 

3 

/) 

. _? 

/) 

) 

2 

Definitaly=.3. pts., Adequat;ely=2 pts., Needs Improvement::.1 pts. 

No=O pts. · 

Signatm'e or Evaluator 



EVALUATION FOill1 Pon }l~L\PSODY IN DLtJt:;: /\. Ch'LEB.l1/&.~l1ION 01•1 

.ANl~1IG \U 1-lU:,IC AND DAHc':i~ -
It; is rocoml'llondod 'l.;ha.t th.is ovnlun.cion i'o1,r.1 ba cornplotod 

aeon nftor tho theni~ prod~ction so that tho ovaluntor cnn 
recall tha worlc.. Upo11 completion, ploo.so 1"0turn to the thosis 

chairperson, Mrs. Adrienne ·Fisk, Dep8~tm0nt of Danco. 

Thank You, ~ ;da ~ &::J 

1. 

2. 

.5. 

6. 

1. 

a. 

9. 

Has the idoa. worthwhilo and was 
it danceable? S , ,,___,.,_-+-_ ... ;--, 
Hud the choi-,oograpaer anything 
new oi, significant to say about - ~ 
his idea? / 

Was tho ideu clearly, adequately, 
yet oconomicn.lly delineated by -?, 
means of dunce movement? / 

If tha movement itaelf was the 
idoa, wan it well chonon to 
elicit aesthetic ploasuro? 

Did the dance havo a good be
cinning, cl~ma.x, and ending? 
h'a3 tho choreography pleaaing 
o.nd original in t0rms of its · 
spo:tin.l plo.n, rhythmic organ- 3-
izution, and specitio movement 
po.tt01~n? .,__ ... __ .,__~_,. 
Wao tho c;onero.l de..nco st;ruoture 
sn.tinf o.cto1'y according to nos- 1... 
"chotic principles or :Corm? / 

Wc-:.."o tho oosturnos a.ttractivo 
and suitable to the movement? 

Wore tho lighting and staging ;} 
adoq11ato and suitable to the 
dance torm.?1 

Detinitelr-3. pts., Adequa.tely=2 pts., Neods Improver,tent::.1 pts. 

No=O pts. · 

1
El1zabeth R. Ho.yes, Danco Comnosition nn~ Prod.uction, (Now 

York: The Ronald Press Company, 19S5), pp. 130-131. 

\ 



EVALUA11ION FOHN FOR RHAPSODY IN J3LU.8: A CELE!3~ATION OF ------·--------------
AHBRIC~\lT HUSIC AND DAHGE 

I·c is l"ecornmended that this evaluation rorm be colilplated 
soo11 after tho thesis production so that the evaluo.tor co.n 

recall the work.. Upon comple·bion, please re·t;urn -co the thesis 

chairperson, Mrs. Adrienne F1isk, Department o-.f Danco. 

Thank You1 ~ ;t3a ;_4::1 

1 • Was the idea wo1--thwhile and wus 
it danceable? X , n--~--->---•i---t 

2. Had the choreographer any·thing 
110w or sig11if"ica.nt t ·o say a.bout \A 
his idea? ~, 

~-=---.--•:--f-
Was the idea clearly, adequately, 
yet economically delineated by X 
means of dance movement? 

4. Ir the movement itsolr was the 
idoa, was it well chosen to 
elicit aesthetto ploasuro? 

5. Did the danca havo a good be
ginning, climax, a11d ending? 

6. Was ·the choreography pleasing 
and original in terms of its 
spatial plan, rhythmic organ
ization, and specific movemen.t 
pattern? 

X 

X 

7. Was tho general danco s-t;ructure 
satisractory according to aes- X 
thetic principlos ot fo~m? 

a. Wo1..,e ·cho costumea attractive X 
and suitable to tha movomont? 

9. Were the lighting and staging 
adequate and suitable to the · )( 
da.nca t'orm?1 

.Definitely=) pts., Adequate1y:=2 pts., Needs Improvement=1 pts. 

No=O pts. 
TOTAL SCORE_2~,C __ _ 

Sign.ature or Evaluator~ ~ ~rh!a11'MY'. za:. 
1 
Elizabeth R. Ha.yes, Dance Comnosition and Production, {Now 

York: The Ronald PressCompany, i 955), 15i;:-130-131. 



EVALUATION FORH POR fil:APSODY IN BLU.r~: A CT.!!LEBaA'l'ION OF 

AHERICAN HUSIC }-..ND DANCE 

It is recommended that this evaluation rorr11 be corn.plotad 
soon o.fte1 ... tho thesis pl''oduction so that the evaluator can 

recall the work.. Upon· contple·bion, please return to the thesia 

chairperson, Mrs. Adrienne Fisl<:, Department of Dance. . 

Thank Yo111 ~ ;{3,v· /!~ 

1. Uas the idea. worthwhile and was 
iJ~ danceable? 
' 2. Had the choreographer anything 
110w or significant to say about 
his idoa? 

3. Was the idea clearly, adequately, 
yet economically delineated by V 
means of dance movement? 

If the movement itself was the 
idea., was it well chosen to V 
elicit aesthetic pleasure? 

6. 

Did the dance havo a good be
giru1.ing, clirnax, and ending? 

Was the choreography pl0asing 
and original in terms of its 
spatial plan, rhythr.iic orgun- V 
iza·tion, and specific mover.1ent 
p:rctern? 

7. Was tho r~en:eral dance structure 
satisfaciory according to aes
thetic principl~s of form? 

8. Here the costumes attractive 
and suitable to tho movement? 

9. Wore tho lighting and staging 
adequate and suitable to the 
dan.c o :Corm ?1 

V 

V: 
_j_..._,__._,.. 

I 

Definitely=) pts., Adequately=2 pts., Needs Improver,1e11t=1 pts. 

1 Eliz nheth 
Yorlt: The 

TOTAL SCORE ~z _ 
Signature o:r Evaluator fflo._rlf/d:>t~ure,::5 

R. Hayes, Dance Comnosition and t/rod.uction, (New 
Ronald Press Company;-f9'55), pp. 130-131. 

No=O pts. 



EV.ALUA'l'ION FORH FOH J1H.\ P;:10DY IN DLUi~: A CJ~!LF;3:1i\rfIOH Qli1 

A1·il•~r{IC.\ U hU:~IG / .. HD JJ.Gic·:,: 

It is roco!rn-:1ond0d ·t;hnt this evaluation :forrn bo coniplotod 

soon after tho tho3is production so that tho evaluator can 

recull the work.. Upon completio!l, plea.so 1·0turn to the thesis 

chairperson, Mrs. Adrienne Fislc, Depo.rtm0nt of Dance. 

Thank You1 ~ xJa ~ 

1 • Was the idea worthwhile and was 
1.t danceable? 

, 
2. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

1. 

B. 

9. 

Had ·Ghe choreographer anythi11g 
nm; or significant to say- a.bout 
his idea? 

Wo.s the idon. clearly, adequately, 
y0t economically delineated by 
moans of danc o movement ·1 

If the movc:::1.ent it self ·t•n.3.·s the 
idea, was it well chosen to 
elicit aesthetic pleasure? 

Did the dance havo a eood be
Ginning, clinw.x, and. ending? 
Was tho choreography pleasing 
and original in torms of its 
spatial plan, rhythmic orgnn
izu:tion., and specific movement 
pattern? 

Wao tho r,eneral da.i"1.co stPucture 
sat isfactory according to aes
thetic principles of form? 

Wc:i.'lo the coatur,1es attractive 
nnd suitable to the movement? 

Wero tho lighting and staging 
adoq1..tate and suitable tq tho 
dance .for111?1 

J 
✓ 

✓ 
✓-

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

Dofinitely-=3 pt:!., Adequa.tely--=2 pts., Needs Iinprov~ment=1 pts. 
No=O pt s. . /) ~-.:.---

, = 'rO~,L SC~RE L , -) · 
Signature or Evaluato·i' ~/lA/L.l..,1 /4.ftLcf( __ ,,, 

\ 
. 
1 
Elizabeth R. Ha.yes, D.8 .. n'.ce Comnosi tion and Production, {New 

York: Tha Rone.J.d Press Company, 1955), pp. 130-131:-



APPENDIX B 

Concert Program 



AN AFrERNOON 

OF DANCE 

Sunday; December 7, 1975 

4:00 p.m. 

Presented by 

Ann Hays Bailey 

and 

Pamela E. Fuller 



AN AFTERNOON OF DANCE 

BURIED ALIVE IN THE BLUES .•..•••••• . .. Paul Butterfield 

Choreographed by Ann Hays Bailey 

Dancers: Intermediate Jazz Class-Bonita Baker, 
Beverly Burton, Louanne Cobb, Cynthia Culver, Jackie 
Fagan, Dayna Fowler, Susan Gann, Meryl Long, Lillian 
Mitchell, Naomie Oliver, Marsha Pounder, Charlene 
Rayford, Beccy Stem, Terry Worthy 

BRIEF PAUSE 

THE SIX WIVES OF HENRY VITT .....•...•...... Rlc.k Wakeman 

Cficl!.t.DgM.pfied bq Pameh' E. FuU.eJt 

H enJLJj VI I T . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • V e.nl'Ll6 s c.o .tt 

Ca.the.June 06 Alzagon • ••••••••••••••••••• Cyn,tJu.cr.. sten1-0ley 

Anne Boleyn ••• • ••••••••••••••••••• ;·.·, • • Ju.dtj -Je66c.o.tt 

Ja.n.e SeymoUJL ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• TeJVty Wo![j;hy 

Anne o 6 Cleve& •••••••••••••• • •••••••••• Janfoe Mc.Caleb 

Ca.:theJzi.ne Hol.lWl..d •••••••••••••• • ••• ;·.·; •• Pamela E. Fu.Ue.Jt 

Ca.the.June Pa111t ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Louanne Cobb 

Tfu.6 da.nc.e iA bMed u.pon :the c.ho1te.og1ta.phe.1t' 1, 

-i.n:t.e.1tp1r.e;tation1, 06 :the c.haJta.c:teJU1iti.c.1, 06 :the wlve.& 
06 Hen11.y VIII .ln. Jtehti.on to .the ac.c.omparwne.n.t. 

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION 

*RHAPSODY IN BLUE: A CELEBRATION OF AMERICAN 
MUSIC AND DANCE 

•.• a sort of musical kaleidoscope of America, of our 
vast melting pot, of our unduplicated national pep, 
of our blues, our metropolitan madness. 

Sharon Adams 
Bonita Baker 
Susan Gann 
Pamela E. Fuller 

Dancers: 

Cynthia Stemsley 

---Ceorge Gershwin 

Judy Jeffcott 
Mary Lynn Kusior 
Janice Mccaleb 
Marsha Pounder 

Soloists, in order of appearance: Cynthia Stemsley, 
~!1,~ron. ~d?J'!l!'l, . I'al!1~1? _ E, . fl}U~:r;-• . 

Mary Lynn Kusior 

Music composed in 1924 by George Gershwin. Performed 
by Leonard Berstein at the piano and conducting the 
Columbia S.Jlll~µo~y Orchestra. 

*A choreographic thesis choreographed by Ann Hays Bailey 
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Master 
of Arts Degree in Dance and Related Arts with Speciali
zation in ~l!~r.f_e_rforming Arts. 

The choreographer w~shes to express special thanks to 
her husband, Bill R. Bailey, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter L. Hays, her aunt, Mrs. Myrl M. ~chooley, Mrs. 
Laura Kendrick of Russell-Newman, Dr. Roseann Cox, and 
her committee members, Mrs. Adrienne Fisk, Dr. Aileene 
Lockhart, Mrs. Gladys Keeton, and Dr. Frank Edmonson. 





DANCE CONCERT ~------.. ·•.. ...,_ _ ~-

_ -SUNDAY, DEC.. 7'., 4./.1?1!!:. ( AFT~R.. 
TJ-1& c.ow&y /MN•) At 7)/&, 
~AIN AIJDITDIU lJ#I o,=. 
. TAKAS WOMAN~ IJNltlfl2.S1ry 

-· (t)Al<I..Al+ID AVE-; 86S1DE 
71-1• -PltJNEEll. W~IYJAN) 

DANCi CHOR.EOG-~At'HE.O 

__ io THE SOUNDS OF 

RICK WAKEMAN l -PAUL 

BUTIERFlELD , AND 

C.EORCrE: G-E.RCSHW\-N 

,HG JNTER./'f'/EDIATE- ..:7AZZ (:.LA-'S ~,= TNc l:JANC-E D4.PA£7MtNf 
or: ,EXA-S Wbf'IIIAN 1$ t..l,VI\/Glts,rv ~E~.1:-NTj 

"13'1~1~1> Al.1'¥'6 IN TH• SI.IJEj" 

PAMELA ~. FtlttE~, OtJt:, TlllfAL t!AN01DATE IN DANt.E 
PR.ESENT.S NE/e. INTERPAETATICI\I ~,= 7/J,E. ~J( WIVG$ 0/11. /Jl-NllV lll!. 

ANN HAYS .BAILEY, MASTDe~ l!~NDIOATE IN ~N'-E PJ2ESEtvrs 
,.q er1012.cor;.RHPHIc. -;1-11fs1s , .. "RNAP:Se,Dy 1N '8'-Vt .· A ~E<EB~Ar1ot1 
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INSTRUN.E.'Nr SCHEDULE FOR RHAPSODY IN BLUE: A C.ELE'BRATION -------
OF AMERICAN MUSIC AND DANCE TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY 1S-

INSTRU
MENT 
NUMBER 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

i 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

~i 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 

~i 
29 
30 

31 
32 

33 
34 
35 
36 

5~ 

MAIN AUDITORIUM 

FUNCTION 

Front diagonal-Area I 
Front diagonal-Area II 
Front diagonal-Area I 
Front dia5onal-Area III 
Front dia©)nal-Area II 
Front diagonal-Aro a III 
Front diagonal-Area IV 
Front diagonal-Area V 
Front diagonal-Area IV 
Front diagonal-Area VI 
Front diagonal-Area V 
Front diagonal-Area VI 
Front diagonal-Area VII 
Front diagonal-Area VIII 
Front diagonal-Area VII 
Front diasonal-Area IX 
Front diagonal-Area VIII 
Front diagonal-Area IX 

Top upstage right side 
Top right center side 
Top downstage right side 
Top upstage left side 
Top left center side· 
Top downstage left side 

Bottom upstage right aide 
Bottom right center side 
Bottom downstage right side 
Bottom upstage left side· 
Bottom left center side 
Bottom downstage right side 

Special downspot 
Special low diagona1 

Straight on Area I 
Straight on Area II 
Straight on Area III 
straight on Area IV 
straight on Area V 
Straight on Area VI 

TYPE GEL COLOR 

fresnel pa.le straw 
fresnal pale straw 
fresnel pale straw 
frosnel pale straw 
fresnel pale straw 
fresnel pale straw 
fresnel pale straw 
fresnel pale straw 
fresnel pale straw 
fresnel pale straw 
fresnal pale straw 
fresnel pale straw 
leko pale straw 
leko pale straw 
leko pale straw 
leko pale straw 
leko pa.le straw 
leko pale straw 

leko dark l~mcn 
leko dark lemon 
leko dark lemon 
leko dark lemon 
leko darlt lemon 
leko da.rk lemon 

leko sky blue 
leko sky bluo 
leko sky blue 
leko sky blue 
leko sky blue 
leko sky blue 

fresnel lavender 
leko flesh 

fresnel light pink 
fresnel light pink 
fresnel light pink 
fresnel light pink 
freanel light pink 
fresnel light pink 



APPENDIX E 

Photographs 
















